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TT No.187: Richard Panter - Tues 24th March 2009; Lancaster City v Garforth 

Town; Unibond League Division 1 N; Score: 3-1; Attendance: 140; Entry: £7; 

Programme: 48pp, £1.50; FGIF Match Rating: 2 stars. 

Living so far away from the sea as I do whenever possible I like to have a walk near 

the briny sea and take in the salubrious sea air. Late on this afternoon having 

arrived on the sea front at Morecambe, I got out the car and jumped straight back 

in again donning winter apparel…blimey it was cold, not to mention wet and 

windy!  

The order of things was, a brisk stroll up the Promenade, find a Fish & Chip shop 

and fill my face then head back to the adjoining city of Lancaster. ‘Kenny’s’ 

traditional fish and chips more than satisfied my hunger. Furthermore, a walk 

around the perimeter Morecambe FC’s Christie Park home also whetted my 

appetite for football so it was back to Lancaster and another go at the world’s 

most circuitous one-way system. Having taken half an hour to get from Christie 

Park to the Giant Axe, barely four miles, I sat in the car and watched the wind 

driven rain whip over the ground, feeling smug because I was warm, dry and 

replete.  

Given that it is a pain to get to, the Giant Axe; what a great name, is easy to find. 

Simply follow signs for the railway station, take the first right and keep going. The 

social club and club offices are located near to the car park entrance and the 

ground is about 100 metres away from here. Overlooked by Lancaster castle and 

some other fine old buildings, and the busy railway line, the Giant Axe is a neat 

and tidy well-ordered venue.  

The near goal line has a modern steep open terrace with plenty of sturdy crush 

barriers. The far side has a shallow three step open terrace along its entirety. The 

dugouts are over here as is the club shop and a sponsor’s lounge, both ingeniously 

built from cargo ship containers. The far goal line has the sole area of standing 

cover along its full length. Next up are the toilets, snack bar and changing rooms. 

The main stand decked in blue and white has a generous seated capacity of 513. 

Due to the rather inclement nature of the elements I chose to sit in the stand, a 

most unusual thing for me as I invariably prefer to stand. Having selected a spot 

exactly on the halfway line which had the least obtrusive viewing area as the stand 

has ten supports and two floodlight pylons along its length. That aside it is a well 

maintained comfortable and spacious structure. The clubs blue and white was 

picked out all round the Giant Axe, a ground I rather liked.  

I managed to obtain a team sheet and purchased issue no. 22 of Blue Review the 

club's excellent programme, bought a metal badge then took my place in the stand 

for the match. When looking over the dull brown and grey expanse of Morecambe 

Bay I listened as Radio 5Live interviewed a chap from John Moore’s university in 

Liverpool who had spent time analysing the best way to take a penalty. Seriously, 



this academic wasted his time on such irrelevant nonsense. Anyway, to cut a long 

story short the caustic Peter Allan discussed the matter with one of the traffic 

reporters who mentioned the year 1982 when Socrates scored a penalty without 

having taken a run up. I think it was Nick Duncalf who mentioned that said 

Brazilian turned out a couple of times for Garforth Town, who somewhat 

serendipitously later lined up at City in their mock Brazilian kit. Unquestionably 

this had to be a good omen. Err…no…of course it wasn’t!  

In mitigation for such poor footballing fare, I would cite the wind driven rain which 

ran from west to east for much of the match as disruptive natural elements. That 

said Town’s diminutive winger Lee Askham put in a good performance and was 

always a threat to the home defence, but had little if any back up. However, the 

undoubted star of the show was a Dolly Blue; Lancaster’s number eleven, Lee 

Dodgson. In the 38th minute he ran through the visitor’s defence to net wide of 

Town’s custodian, Luke Gibbons. Thereafter Wayne Harratt produced a piece of 

Socratian sorcery when delicately netting a free kick on the edge of the home box. 

On 70 minutes Dodgson put his team back in front calmly scoring after some good 

approach play.   

Ten or so minutes or so after this, Gibbons and one of his defender’s pole axed 

each other leaving a City player (who I will not name and shame) with plenty of 

time to simply pass the ball into an empty net. I would love to say that rather than 

take advantage of this calamity he sportingly waited for a defender to clear the 

ball as two of his opponents lay injured on the damp pitch, but I can’t say this. He 

simply dithered and wasted the chance. A few of the more ribald comments from 

the home fans likened this players dilatoriness to certain of the naughtier body 

parts of both men and women’s anatomies! Incidentally, this was the only time 

which any of either team’s physios took to the pitch.  

Deep into time added on Lee Dodgson again outstripped the Garforth rear-guard 

and I was expecting a dash to the corner flag but in all credit to the young man, he 

headed directly for goal. Calmly he slipped the ball past the exposed ‘keeper to 

deservedly complete his hat trick. Without the presence of Dodgson, I shudder to 

think what this match would have been like. The Lancaster bench made their final 

substitution, with their hat trick given the applause he so richly deserved. The ball 

was spotted up for the restart then the final whistle blew immediately. Thank you, 

Lee Dodgson for a five-star performance. 
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